Detection of culprit coronary lesion location in pre-hospital 12-lead ECG.
Pre-hospital 12-lead ECG interpretation is important because pre-hospital activation of the coronary catheterization laboratory reduces ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) discovery-to-treatment time. In addition, some ECG features indicate higher risk in STEMI such as proximal left anterior descending (LAD) culprit lesion location. The challenging nature of the pre-hospital environment can lead to noisier ECGs which make automated STEMI detection difficult. We describe an automated system to classify lesion location as proximal LAD, LAD, right coronary artery (RCA) and left circumflex (LCx) and test the performance on pre-hospital 12-lead ECG. The overall classifier was designed from three linked classifiers to separate LAD from non-LAD (RCA or LCx) in the first step, RCA from LCx in a second classifier and proximal from non-proximal LAD in the third classifier. The proximal LAD classifier was designed for high specificity because the output may be used in the decision to modify treatment. The LCx classifier was designed for high specificity because RCA is dominant in most people. The system was trained on a set of emergency department ECGs (n=181) and tested on a set of pre-hospital ECGs (n=80). Both sets were based on a sequential sample starting with symptoms suggesting acute coronary syndromes. Culprit lesion location was determined from coronary catheterization laboratory reports. Inclusion criteria included STEMI interpretation by computer and culprit lesion with 70% or more narrowing. Algorithm accuracy was measured on the test set by sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP), and positive predictive value (PPV). SE, SP and PPV were 50, 100 and 100% respectively for proximal LAD lesion location; 90, 100 and 100% for all LAD; 98, 72 and 78% for RCA; and 50, 98 and 90% for LCx. Specificity and PPV were high for proximal LAD, LAD and LCx. Specificity and PPV are not as high for RCA by design since the RCA-LCx tradeoff favors high specificity in LCx. Although our test database is not large, algorithm performance suggests culprit lesion location can be reliably determined from pre-hospital ECG. Further research is needed however to evaluate the impact of automated culprit lesion location on patient treatment and outcomes.